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1. Introduction 

A long history of the development of the machine translation systems presented several building 
methods. There are two judge points. The first decision is transfer vs interlingua. The second is rule 
base vs example base. These are independent selections. Therefore by the combinations of the 
above selections the machine translation systems are classified into four types. We call them 
RB_TR, EB_TR, RB_IL, and EB_IL respectively. RB means Rule Base, TR means TRansfer, EB 
means Example Base, and IL means InterLingua. RB_TR is the most orthodox system and has been 
developed by a lot of commercial systems. EB_TR was born in [Nagao,84] to gain more natural style 
of target sentences between structurally different languages' translation such as English and Japa- 
nese. [Sato,91], [Furuse,92], [Sumita,92] developed EB_TR based on a parallel corpus. RB_IL has 
also a long history. The main purpose of IL directs to develop a cost effective multilingual ma- 
chine translation systems. There are two commercial RB_IL systems in Japan. EB_IL has the latest 
system of the four types. [Sadler,89] proposed a same philosophy based on Esperanto as an inter- 
mediate language. We took a more deep analysis because Japanese language has different syntactic 
structures against English. 

MT development is very time consuming task and labour oriented task. In particular, building of 
lexical data is first ranked job in MT development. The works of collection and coding of more than 
several hundreds thousands vocabularies are over the single company. The language is common 
intellectual property of the human beings. The lexical data base evolves and should be maintained 
forever. EDR was founded by the government and eight Japanese computer companies. The goal is 
the development of theory-independent large scale dictionaries intended to the next generation 
natural language processing systems. The products will contribute to the developments of MT 
systems much focusing on language processing freed from the development of the own dictionary. 

The second ranked job is grammar rules writing. It is intelligent works. It is not sure that better 
qualities of MT system will result from the more investment to the coders of the grammar rules. The 
rules are linked each other and the updating or incrementing of the rules needs the knowledge of 
total systems and part to part relations. When the scale of the grammar rules will be rising along 
with the system revisions, the maintenance of rules may reach the critical point. Once reaching such 
a point the system will cease to be updated. Or if you select another linguistic theory for a new 
system, the set of gathered rules are in vain. 

In this paper we show an EB_IL system. In the following we use a term EB_MMT to specify our 
system. MMT means Multilingual Machine Translation. The key lexical resources in the system are 
Word Dictionary,  Concept  Classification  Dictionary,  and  EDR  Corpus  which  are  products  of EDR.. 
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EB_MMT inputs syntactically parsed data of a source language sentence, analyzes the sentence into 
conceptual level interlingua by an example method and generates words list of target language 
sentence also based on an example method. Finally we present further research items to be re- 
mained. 

2. Motivations of Multilingual MT in a Conceptual Language 

Purpose: EDR introduced an interlingua into the lexicons and the natural language processing. 
There are no consensus with regard to universal language as an interlingua. Some people even 
negate the existence of an interlingua. However EDR took an approach based on interlingua. The 
main reason was cost reduction in multilingual MT development. We use a term "conceptual lan- 
guage" as EDR interlingua in the following. Conceptual language has more essential and positive 
roles in the natural language processing. The first point is the clearness in the meanings of the 
words. In generally speaking, conceptual language can be treated as a formal language. It is a good 
property for computers. The second point is universality. Conceptual language is language inde- 
pendent. EDR Concept Dictionary gives a frontier of new generation natural language processing. 
We believe conceptual language processing will provide us with a new relation between computers 
and human beings because computers share a common language with us. We have not yet enough 
knowledge about conceptual language. We should launch to the new paradigm. The most appropri- 
ate way is by development of a prototype system of mapping between natural language and concep- 
tual language. 

Goal: Every natural language is analysed to the conceptual language. Conversely the conceptual 
language can generate a natural language. 

We have many kinds of difficulties in the conceptual language processing. In analysis we have 
problems of word sense selection and case role selection and in generation we have problems of 
word selection and function word selection. They are all tough problems. 

3. A Japanese to English Example-Based Multilingual MT System 

3.1 Characteristics of EB-MMT 

There are three alternatives in the natural language processing as shown in the Fig.l. The first is 
dictionary base approach. Morphological analysis and generation belongs to dictionary base ap- 
proach although heuristic rules may be used. Syntactic level adopts primarily rule base approach. 
However there is a possibility of employment of example base approach. To attain semantic level 
by the rule base approach was difficult. The example base approach was appeared as an attack on 
the difficulty. This approach is profitable in the case of EDR lexical resources. 

Figure 1. Strategies of Language Processing and their Linguistic Resources 
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In the natural language processing systems, disambiguations of the given sentences are main goal. 
The EDR conceptual language is less ambiguous forms than the natural language. The content 
words with homonymy and polysemy are selected to a single word sense concept. Functional words 
such as the prepositions are assigned to case role labels. The dependency relations in a sentence are 
represented as a semantic network. If there exists a high quality natural language processing system 
which has an ability to output the above mentioned conceptual language, computer can handle a 
variety of natural language texts. Then the information of human beings can be shared with comput- 
ers. The interlingua method of MT contributes as first objectives to the communication of different 
languages' people, but the essential impacts are more broad communication. Computers can com- 
municate each other and people can communicate with computers. These paradigms are dreamed at 
starting point of EDR's design of the conceptual language. It reminds us that Esperanto was devised 
as people's common language. The reason why the interlingua was not spread out into the informa- 
tion society, I believe, was the difficulty of analysing the natural language. The correct selections of 
just one exact word sense and exact case label from a lot of candidates. The rule base approach to 
the disambiguations of natural language has found difficulties of focusing the grammar rule writ- 
ings. If the rules are decomposed to resolve the language phenomena, then the rules lost of the 
uniformity of the theory and the power of generality. They made threads of small classes. 

The new approach called ecology of natural language [Walker,92] rebirthed from these thinkings. 
We can collect a lot of electronic text data. The computer is used to get linguistic knowledge from 
large scale text data. The situation trends toward a shift from an exact rule based system to a robust 
and plausible analogy based system. We look for the most plausible sentences in the corpus. Then 
the task of disambiguation is reduced to comparison with the corpus. We applied these ecological 
or corpus linguistic technologies to an MMT in a conceptual language. 

3.2 Basic Framework 

(a) Concept Dictionary 

EDR defined concept primitives from word senses in each language. This strategy that concepts 
are extracted by the words gives a criterion about which concepts are primitives. We thought it is a 
difficult approach that a set of concept primitives is given a priori and then mapped to the words. 
The conceptual language consists of a combination of the concepts and concept relation labels, 
equivalent concepts in Japanese and English have the same concept identifiers. The formal specifica- 
tion of concepts are given in [EDR,93] 

Concept Dictionary consists of two sets. One is Concept Classification Dictionary and the other is 
Concept Description Dictionary. EB_MMT uses Concept Classification Dictionary. It corresponds 
to thesauri in the natural language. Since concepts are disambiguated, a concept has a unique posi- 
tion in the Concept Classification Dictionary. There are allowed multiple passes that have multiple 
parents in order that the different views of one concept are permissible. Concepts are classified into 
things, events and attributes. Events class hierarchy has an important role in the determination of 
similar sentences. [Nirenburg,89] demonstrated such an ontology is effective in domain specific 
MT. On the other side EDR constructed the Concept Classification Dictionary on the general 
words. 
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(b) Similarity Function 

As a fundamental tool we devised similarity functions which have central roles in the extraction of 
the most similar sentence from EDR corpus.The similarity function is related to a metric function in 
the EDR conceptual space. The naive sense that similar concepts exist near each other is applied to 
the similar degree in Concept Classification Dictionary. We have defined seven similarity functions 
in analysis and generation process: σa(W,W'), σa(C,C'), σa(S,S') and σg(W,W'), σg (C,C'), 
σg(CL,CL'), σg(S,S') where σa, σg, W, C, CL and S represent similarity function of analysis, 
similarity function of generation, word, concept, concept language and sentence respectively. The 
detail specifications of these functions are defined in the [Cui,92], [Komatsu,93].The measurement 
of a degree of similarities is based on the Concept Classification Dictionary. That dictionary covers 
not only noun categories but also verb categories. The materials or things concepts are dispatched 
different branches from the events concepts. Sister or brother related concepts and father children 
related concepts have a high score of the similarity. But associated relations such as between food 
concepts and eat concepts have a very low score. They are stored in the Concept Description Dictio- 
nary. Since the similarity functions are based on the concepts, they are commonly used in any 
languages. 

(c) EDR Corpus 

Another important resource to EB_MMT is EDR corpus. Raw EDR Corpus is converted into an 
example database which consists of simple sentences. EDR Corpus behaves as a prescription of 
natural language analysis.The corpus may be considered to be our brain memory of language. The 
right or wrong is judged based on the data. The data can be considered as common knowledge of the 
language. Being stored in the computer memories, the data can continuously increase the volume of 
the knowledge. 

EDR Corpus, which is a very large set of conceptually tagged sentences in a monolingual as shown 
in the Fig.2. In EDR there has been developed English and Japanese corpora. Our tagging system is 
complete in the sense of natural language processing systems. It includes source sentences, mor- 
phological structure, syntactic structure and semantic structure to every sentence. For example the 
syntactic representation of "They play tennis in the park." is "w#play w#they M(sbj); w#play 
w#tennis M(obj); w#play (w#park S(the) S(in)) M(pp)". The semantic representation is "c#play 
c#they agent > ; c#play c#tennis object > ; c#play c#park place > ". 

 

Figure 2. EDR Corpus for Language L 
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We had already collected 200,000 sentences of Japanese and English. EDR's event concepts have 
29,676 concepts. If we assume every pair of head word and its concept identifies the usage 
uniquely, then there needs at least 80,794 sentences in the corpus. More theoretically speaking, the 
corpus will be ideal if the following are satisfied. 

Registration criterion: 
Given any corpus E, its any sentence a, some sentence P and some small numbers e, eel 
(0 < ε, εcl < 1) 

σsen (α,β) < ε ∪ σcl (αcl, βcl) < εcl; σsen is a similarity function of sentence, σcl is a 
similarity function of an interlingua. 

Then β and βcl can be registered to E. 

Deletion criterion: 
Given any corpus E, some sentence α in E and some number θ, θcl near to 1 (0 < θ, θcl < 1) 

σsen (E-α, α) > θ ∩ σcl (E - αcl, αcl) > θcl 

Then α and αcl can be deleted from E. 

We call such a corpus has uniform properties if ε, εcl, θ and θcl are constant in the corpus. 

3.3 System Overview 

We took an interlingua approach in multilingual MT. MT from a language L0 to any other language 
L1 proceeds as shown in Fig.3. In the prototype system L0 is equal to Japanese and L1 is equal to 
English. Step (1) analyses Japanese sentence to morphological elements. Step (2) analyses into 
syntactic representation. We assume these steps have already successfully finished and start from 
step (3). Semantics in this figure is identical to EDR conceptual language. Step (4) generates target 
language words from concepts and relations. At that time syntactic structure is determined by head 
constituents. Step (5), (6) are neglected in our EB_MMT. The step (3), (4) are the main parts. 
Concept Transfer Table is a kind of a mapping table between equivalent concepts. In principle EDR 
concepts are language independent but some words have no exact meanings in other languages. 
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Figure 3. Analysis and Generation Steps of the System 

3.4 Semantic Analysis and Generation 

Simple Japanese sentence has a syntactic structure that a head verb dominates noun phrases with a 
particle. Semantic analysis outputs a conceptual language from a syntactic structure. English gen- 
eration outputs an English sentence from the conceptual language. The Fig.4 shows the data struc- 
ture of input, conceptual language, and output. 

 
Figure 4. Data Structures of Japanese Analysis and English Generation 

Japanese semantic analysis at first selects the most similar sentence in the Japanese corpus. We 
assume there are sentences of which heads match exactly an input head verb. A head verb domi- 
nates sentence structure. Therefore it is difficult to select a good example without exact matches of 
the head verb. Sentence similarity function o-a(S,S') uses case constituent words with particles. It 
calculates the similarity of the words A and B based on the shared numbers of their word senses and 
their super concepts. The function sums up all word similarity functions a-a (W,W') of the content 
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words weighted with particles. The highest score sentence in the corpus is selected as an example 
sentence. And the corresponding conceptual language will be used for the concept selection of each 
word. The concept similarity function σ-a(C,C') calculates the degree of the similarity between 
word senses of the input word and the concept corresponding to the same modifier label. 

This process is equivalent to case frame matching of the head verb. The corpus based similarity 
matching has more flexible search than rigid case frame matching because Japanese sentence has 
omissions of any obligatory cases. Similarity functions need no semantic markers. Concept 
Classification Dictionary supplies more dense set of semantic marker. The order of semantic catego- 
ries is ten thousands and two digits bigger than traditional semantic markers. The next step is an 
assignments of concept identifier to every content word and case relation to every modifier. A 
conceptual language corresponding to the most similar sentence will guide a production of a 
conceptual language corresponding to the input sentence. The case relation label Ri is deduced 
from the example sentence. And the node C#Ni is derived from by the concept similarity function 
between the concepts of input word Ni and the corresponding concept of the example sentence. It 
should be noticed that the procedure of the semantic analysis is one to one corresponding of the 
surface structure. It is a week point of this method. In particular Japanese and English are very 
different languages. A word for word translation is lacks of natural sentence style. We think some 
mechanisms of transfer or paraphrasing might be needed in the conceptual level. But in the proto- 
type system we delayed the introduction. However we set a simple transfer mechanism using bilin- 
gual word dictionary from a source language to a target language. For example a Japanese phrase ' 

 
spond to English phrase 'take a walk'. These phrase for word or word for phrase transfer will be 
supported by the bilingual dictionary. 

English generation proceeds as follows. It looks for the most similar conceptual language in the 
English Corpus. It uses a concept language similarity function σg(CL,CL') which is built up con- 
cept similarity function σg(C,C') between a concept of a given conceptual language and its corre- 
sponding concept of the corpus. The σg(C,C') has high score when words sets corresponding to C 
and C' have same set of parts of speech and C and C' have sister position in the Concept Classifica- 
tion Dictionary. The Concept Classification Dictionary also plays the essential role. The score is a 
summation of the concept similarity of each children nodes weighted by the case relation. The 
highest score concept language in the corpus is selected as an example. Its corresponding syntactic 
representation of an English sentence selects head verb and its obligatory case constituents of the 
given conceptual language by a sentence similar function σg(S,S') which is built up by word simi- 
larity function σg(W,W'). Optional case constituents are selected as another similar search of the 
corpus. 

4. Open Problems 

Our approach is empirical. Henceforth it is necessary to evaluate similarity functions and corpus 
itself by a lot of data, and compare with other approaches. EB_MMT is a prototype. We have not a 
confirmative data though the author thinks this example-based multilingual MT approach is pros- 
pecting. The following will be research items on this approach. 
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(1) Corpus 

How to build a corpus with uniform properties. Is it possible to be uniform? 
How many sentences will satisfy the uniform properties? Is it finite order? 
How much computing power does it need to test registration and deletion criteria. 
Relation between sentence similarity and its interlingua similarity 

(2) Conceptual language 

What kind of metric or similarity is suitable for the conceptual language. 
Mathematical modelling of CL 

(3) Analysis and generation 

If similarity degree is higher than certain value, is it confirmed to analyze or generate success- 
fully? 
Is it necessary of conceptual transfer between two languages? 

5. Conclusion 

We have discussed a basic framework of example-based multilingual MT system. The system qual- 
ity heavily depends on the quality of the Concept Classification Dictionary and EDR Corpus. We 
have not yet fully evaluated these lexical resources. However the introduction of similarity in the 
natural language processing provides us with a quantitative discussion. 

Although the system deals with multilingual MT, the methodology may be applied to a monolin- 
gual semantic analysis and generation. We expect the example-based semantic processing will rap- 
idly grow in accordance with the technology of EDR Corpus and Concept Dictionary. Then it will 
advance a new field of semantic level applications. 
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